TASKI® swingo 455B BMS
Battery Powered
Medium Scrubber Drier
Medium battery powered walk behind

swingo 455B Kit 4
CODE
D7518367ANZ-KIT4

1 x TASKI Swingo 455B BMS
2 x Battery traction 12V, 50Ah
1 x Standard scrubbing brush 43 cm

Swingo 455B Kit 5
CODE
D7518367ANZ-KIT5

1 x TASKI Swingo 455B BMS
2 x Battery traction 12V, 50Ah
1 x Pad drive harpoon grip 43 cm

swingo 455B Kit 6
CODE
D7518367ANZ-KIT6

1 x TASKI Swingo 455B BMS
2 x Battery traction 12V, 50Ah
1 x Standard scrubbing brush 43 cm
1 x Pad drive harpoon grip 43 cm

swingo 455B Optional Accessories
CODE
D7510829

Pad drive harpoon grip 43 cm

D8504750

Scrubbing brush standard 43 cm

D8504800

Scrubbing brush washed concr. 43 cm

D8504780

Scrubbing brush abrasive 43 cm

D8505540

Battery traction 12V 50Ah (2 req’d)

Technical data

D6093738

TASKI Intellipad - 17 inch (43cm)

Theoretical performance

1290 m²/h

Performance

Working width

43 mm

Winning is all about performance and the TASKI swingo 455 B BMS has it all. Great
results are achieved through the brush following the floor’s profile and this, combined
with a u-shaped squeegee and direct suction set-up ensure all dirt is removed
from the floor. Performance is also about pace and the TASKI swingo 455 B BMS is
incredibly easy to handle due to its dual-axle system.

Squeegee width

69 mm

Solution tank (nominal)

25 L

Recovery tank (nominal)

22 L

Nominal consumption

900 W

Rated voltage

24 V

Battery capacity

50 Ah/C5

Battery autonomy (nominal)

1.5 hours

Colour coded yellow maintenance points mean easy training and reduced downtime.
The incorporation of an easy to remove recovery tank makes the TASKI swingo 455 B
BMS simple to use and keep clean. Fewer parts to maintain and easy accessibility
make the machine extremely service friendly.

Machine weight ready for use

120 kg

Dimensions (L x W x H)
(machine only)

1100 x 480 x 920 mm

Versatility in application

Brush pressure

32 kg

Due to its compact size and simplicity, it can be used in a wide variety of application
areas. It is truly versatile for use in all types of small or congested hard floor areas
such as retail stores, kitchens, schools and hospitals.

Sound level

68 dB(A)

Simplicity and ergonomic
Keeping things simple and comfortable makes life easier and the TASKI swingo 455 B
BMS can help. With its intuitive controls, operator training is reduced to a minimum.
The incorporation of a proven and ergonomically designed handle and dual-axle system
ensure that the machine is comfortable to use and easy to control, thus reducing
operator fatigue.

Easy maintenance

Contact customer service on: 1800 647 779
or email your enquiry to: aucustserv@sealedair.com
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